
What is the future of Astifan System?
In order to give the user full online control the system still need improvements.
Many powerful features planned to be included with the system.

System Store
The store will contain templates, scripts, actions and services posted by the 
community or me to help the users from using advanced features without writing 
any code 

Templates Editor
The user will be able to edit any template or customize new template using 
advanced interface using controls only without writing any code 

Payments Portal
The system will be able to provide paid services (Products, Subscriptions..etc) 

Nodes Map
The user will be able to organize website contents using connected nodes so it will 
be very easy to move contents from section to another 

Desktop/Mobile Client
This feature will let you manage your website and services from you mobile or 
desktop with more advanced options than the current web control panel 

Mailing Service
The system will be able to communicate with desktop services to reduce the load 
on the webserver and this service will let you create custom mailing triggers to 
communicate with the visitors and users about news or updates 

Smart View
Smart View will reduce your website page size to the lowest it will show only the 
content in your view area so whatever your page content big is.. it doesn't matter 



Template Pixel
This Feature will help the user to customize templates by screen size (8K, 4K, 2K, 
Desktop, Tablet, Mobile) 

Statistics V2
The user will be able to customize new reports and statistics based on his needs 

Media Editor
The user will be able to edit and manage media (Photos/Videos) inside the control 
panel using powerful and advanced editor 

Translation Tool
The user will be able to translate any page directly with smart and advanced 
assistant 

Files Manager V2
Huge upgrade will be added to the current files manager so the user can do most 
of the work inside the control panel without using alternative tools 

Cache Manager V2
More smart algorithms will be added to the cache manager so your website can 
handle more requests at the same time 

Search Engine V2
Update the search engine to get better results, search types will be added 
(Content, Video, Images..etc) 

Translation Engine V2
Add enhancements to the current translation engine 



Comments V2
Add enhancements and new features to the current comments system 

API V2
Add enhancements and new features to the current API engine 

System Users
The admin will be able to customize new levels for users with specific permissions 
for better management 

Direct Actions
The user will be able to update single value related to a content (date, title, 
tags..etc) directly so it will be much faster when you need to change single value 

Libraries Manager V2
Add enhancements and resolutions to the current libraries (JS, CSS) manager, add 
new compression and encryption algorithms to reduce the libraries size and 
increase the security 

For more details please contact me at: bashar@astifan.online
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